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Abstract: Web contain huge amount of information on Web sites the user can retrieve this with help of the search input query to Web databases & fetch the relevant information. In online shopping websites essential data will be obtained if the items are selected from the given list. But if one wants to find an item by giving a query in the search interface there is no guarantee that the retrieved data will be relevant. The information retrieval should be done automatically & arrange in a systematic way for further processing. Various methodologies like wrapper induction is been induced. The labeling is done to the extracted information as per the concept. Various types of annotators are used on the basis of the data to be annotated. In this paper survey the automatic annotation approach on the basis of different feature of text node and data units.
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1. Introduction

Now a day’s web technology is getting an emergence importance in day to day life! Everyone is familiar with online shopping sites. There are different technologies & researches are focusing on the extraction of relevant information from large web data storage. But still there is requirement of availability of automatic annotation of this extracted information into a systematic way so to be processed later for various purposes. Web information extraction and annotation has been active research area in web mining. A huge amount of the data is available on the web. The user enter the search input query in the search engine, and it will return the dynamically search output records on browser. Many online shopping sites are available to users. There is a need for technique which should help us to provide retrieved relevant data as per user requirements. The last decade focus on multiple methodologies in firing queries, information fetching & optimization. The idea of wrapper is introduced. The wrapper is a software concept which wraps the contents of a web page using its source code via HTTP protocols [8] but it does not change the original query mechanism of that web page.

2. Literature Survey

The World Wide Web is having vital data in numerous formats the users have to deal with this data by using a search based form. The user will retrieve the information by firing the query. In traditional approach the search base form is design to fire the queries & required data is fetched. HTML form is containing the plain text. Querying, Integration etc. are used. These techniques are not effective to produce accurate search result record from web databases, because of human involvement and poor quality of the data extraction output. Two main problem arises during extracting the relevant information First: to categorized the unstructured view of data such as search engine. Second: categorized structure and semi-structure view of data. The web sites are also having heterogeneous nature due to language independent. The e-commerce website or the information portals are updating their content on a regular basis. The web data is now machined process able so, we require the relevant information extraction with the semantic grouping. The semantic grouping means the data with similar meaning can form group with same concept. XML/RDF has been widely used for representing semantic web that required annotation for recognition of semantic web. These techniques provide manual mapping of unlabeled document segment to ontological concepts. In bootstrapping semantic labeling is addressed in semantic web annotation. The presentation style & spatial locality in the HTML tag is focused [3]. The sites like educational, news portal and e-commerce are dynamically update contents in a regular basis so called as content-rich web sites/contents management software that creates HTML pages by populating templates from databases. The structural analysis technique use to group together related elements in a HTML pages into unlabeled tree. The algorithm can use the hand-labeled concept instances from HTLM pages for identification of unlabeled concept instances in HTML pages and assigns semantic labels to them. The algorithm does not used hand-crafted ontology. For determining the consistency in presentation style we can use the feature extraction. So the data belong to same concept or set of concepts lie under similar group.

3. Types of Annotators

The returned result page contains many SRRs. The data units corresponding to the similar concept (attribute) often share special common features in certain patterns. Based on this, in this paper we used the six basic annotators have been defined to label data units, where each of them considers a special type of patterns/features. Each annotator are play unique role in labeling the name to the data units are
extracted by the wrapper. Four of these annotators (i.e., table annotator, query-based annotator, in text prefix/suffix annotator, and common knowledge annotator) are similar to the annotation heuristics used by DeLa but there different implementations for three of them (i.e., table annotator, query-based annotator, and common knowledge annotator) [1] [6] [2].

3.1 Table Annotator

The resulted page fetch from multiple website consist of various SRR. These information can be stored in the form of table. A table consist of different column header &rows. The cell of this table indicates the data unit. We can store the multiple data units. The table annotator used in Dela [2] Approach mainly focus on the <TD> tag elements. The information stored in <TD>elements is stored in the annotator table. But few websites contain the <TD> tag elements. So the table annotator is modified .The row is considered as SRR & the column is considered as attribute. The data unit having same features can be aligned under header & the column header. By considering the special feature we can annotate the SRR. Firstly we have to identify all the values of column then as per SRR we have to fill the data. In such way the limitation of Dela [2] is improved.

3.2 Query-Based Annotator

The SRR is always returned from WDB on the basis of fired query. When the user submits the data in the text box or select field from the list box on the search form, the query is fired on the WDB. Then the SRR is identified & the data is stored under the column header. The no of occurrences of matching the column header will decide the group & we can label it. The Dela uses only the local labels in the query. However, DeLa uses only local schema element names, not element names in the IIS [2].so, the new approach is use to utilize the global schema.

3.3 Schema Value Annotator

Many attributes on a search interface have predefined values on the interface. More attributes in the IIS tend to have predefined values and these attributes are likely to have more such values than those in LIS. When values from different LIS are integrated then we have to modify the schema values to perform annotation.

3.4 Frequency Based Annotator

The adjacent units have different occurrence frequencies. The data units are always associated with the higher frequency & lower frequency. The attribute names are the higher frequencies, while the data units with the lower frequency most probably come from databases as embedded values. Suppose there is a group of lower frequency then we can easily find its preceding values shared by all data units in the group .We can analysis the data unit until it is different & map its preceding. Then we can combine the preceding to form the label.

3.5 In-Text Prefix/Suffix Annotator

In some cases, the data unit is aligned with its label. The data unit consists of the comma separated vales & the labels associated with it. These lie in a particular sequence separated from each other in all multiple SRR. After alignment it will form a group. The in text prefix/suffix will check for data unit. If the same prefix is there &not a delminator then it is removed from all data units but if the number of data nodes match with the same suffix to the data node within next group then the suffix is used for the annotation. Any group whose data unit texts are completely identical is not considered by this annotator.

3.6 Common Knowledge Annotator

Some data units on the result page are self-explanatory because of the common knowledge shared by human beings For example, “in stock” and “out of stock” occurs in many SRRs from e-commerce sites. Human users understand that it is about the availability of the product because this is common knowledge. Each common concept contains a label and a set of patterns or values.

4. Phases of Annotator

From the SRR, first identify all data units and then organize them into different groups with each group corresponding to a different concept. The data unit with same concept can fall under the same column header like table annotator.
4.1 Alignment Phase

The alignment phases identify all data units in the SRRs and then organize them into different groups with each group corresponding to a different concept.

4.2 Annotation Phase

In this phase, single or combined multiple annotators are used as per the requirement for annotation. This work on the probability based.

4.3 Wrapper Generation Phase

The wrapper set the rules for extracting the information from same WDB. The annotator wrapper can be used for further analysis. We can write the wrapper after combining the multiple annotators. For mapping the information between text node &data node we have to first find the relationship between them. The relationship between the data unit and text node are as bellow:

- **One-to-One**

  In some cases the text nodes are equivalent to data nodes so can be used for annotation in a easy way. For example the `<a>...</a>` in HTML itself indicate the data value & attribute .But this is not the general case always to be considered in fig 4. Show that `title` attribute each search result considers as a one-to-one relationship [2][1].

- **Many-to-One**

  In this case, multiple text nodes together form a data unit. For example the vendor name can be embedded inside the `<a>...</a>` tag .Another example can be considered that the price can be entitled within `<i>...</i>` tag [1].

- **One-to-Nothing**

  In this case the text node is not part of any data unit. For Example vendor name does not contain data unit but instead describe the meaning data unit. It is also known as Template text node [1].

5. Data & Text Node Alignment

Data alignment algorithm is based on the assumption that attributes appear in the same order across all SRRs on the same result page, even if the SRRs may contain different sets of attributes (due to missing values) [1]. SRRs from the same WDB are generated by the same schema. Thus, we can consider the SRRs on a result page in a table format where each row represents one SRR and each cell holds a data unit (or empty if the data unit is not available). The goal of alignment is to move the data units in the table so that every alignment group (column) contain similar data unit,
preserving the order within every SRR is preserved. The alignment algorithm is based on following steps:

- **Merge Text Nodes**
  This mainly focuses on removing the decorative or presentation style tags so that all text nodes can be merged.

- **Align Text Nodes**
  This will align the nodes with the same concept or set of concepts under one group for atomic node as well as for composite nodes.

- **Split (Composite) Text Node**
  The split node again have to be focused on the annotation work we have to split the “values” in composite text nodes into separate data units. This step is done based on the text nodes in the same group.

- **Align Data Units**
  This step is to separate each composite group into multiple aligned groups with each containing the data units of the same concept.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we reviewed that various data extraction techniques as well as automatic annotation approach using multiple annotators from different Web data bases. We also surveyed that how the data extraction from the various web pages but the traditional approach is having many drawbacks like human interference, the inaccuracy in result and poor scalability. Some approach are used the different feature extraction techniques such as sequence based Tree edit distance, DOM tree, pattern matching and HTML tag structure. In visual data extraction approach is the language independent. This approach mainly focus on the presentation style of and extract the visually information from the template. But still there is need to identify the best technique for data annotation problems.
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